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Debra A. Howland
Executive Director
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Concord, NH 03301

Re: DW 18-189, Pennichuck Water Works, Inc., Pennichuck East Utility,Inc.o and
PittsfTeld Aqueduct Companyo Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Staff Recommendation Re-filing

Dear Ms. Howland:

Enclosed for filing in the above-referenced docket is a re-filing of the Staff Recommendation

originally submitted on March 25,2019. This recommendation includes the discovery that was

inadvertently left out of the original submission. There are no additional changes to the March

25,2019 recommendation, which this filing is intended to replace.

Thank you for your attention, and if you should have any questions regarding this matter please

contact me directly.

Sincerely,

L.kr
Anthony J. Leone
Utility Analyst

Enclosures
cc: Service List
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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISS¡ON
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Concord, N.H. 03301-2429

March 25,2019

Debra A. Howland, Executive Director
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
21 South Fruit Street, Suite 10

Concord, NH 03301

Re: DV/ 18-189 Pennichuck Water Works, Inc., Pennichuck East Utility, Inc., and Pittsfield

Aqueduct Company,Inc. - 2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Staff Recommendation for Approval

Dear Ms. Howland:

On December 19,2018, Pennichuck V/ater Works, Inc. (PWW), Pennichuck East Utility, Inc.

(PEU), and Pittsfield Aqueduct Company,Inc. (PAC) (collectively, the Companies), filed multþle
tariff revisions to recover the tax liabilities associated with the receipt of contributions in the aid of
construction (CIAC), both in the forms of both property and cash pa¡nnents. In this letter, Staff
recommends the Commission approve these tariffrevisions as amended by Staff.

The Companies' submissions were supported by direct testimony and a technical statement

from Larry D. Goodhue, CEO, CFO and Treasurer of the respective Companies. Mr. Goodhue stated

that changes in federal tax law enacted as part of the 2017 TaxCuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) have

adversely impacted the Companies relative to their receipt of CIAC. Specifically, Congress amended

Section 118 of the Intemal Revenue Code (IRC), removing the tax exclusion of CIAC received by
regulated water utilities. These changes became effective beginning 2018.

As a result, CIAC received by the Companies, in the form of either property or cash towards

the cost of construction, are no longer adequate to cover the true cost to the Companies. Additional
funds are now necessary in order to cover the tax liability triggered by the receipt of CIAC. Therefore,

the Companies submitted revised tariff pages, establishing a o'gross up" mechanism, equal to the value

of the CIAC and the addition of futher funds necessary to cover the newtax liabilþ. The "gross-up"

formulas proposed by the Companies' are based on their applicable statutory tax rates rather than their

effective tax rates.

The Companies, Pillsbury Realty Development,LLC (Pillsbury), the sole intervenor, the

Office of the Consumer Advocate (OCA), and the Staff of the Public Utilities Commission (Staff),

met in a Technical Session at the Commission on February 6,2019. Subsequently, Staff and Pillsbury
propounded discovery to the Companies, which Staffhas attached to this recommendation. The
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Page2
DW 18-189 P'WW, PEU & PAC CIAC Tariff Amendments

Companies provided responses to Staff s Data Requests but filed an Objection to several of
Pillsbury's requests. Pillsbury subsequently filed a Motion to Compel upon the Companies on
February 26,2019,to which the Companies objected to on March 7. At this time, Staff takes no

position on Pillsbury's motion to compel, but Staffasserts it does not require any of Pillsbury's
requests to be answered as a basis for its recommendation. After two technical sessions, and review of
the filings and discovery, Staffconcludes the tariffrevisions, as amended by Staff, are just and

reasonable.

Specifically, Staff notes the Companies' response to Staff 1-11(a), whereby the Companies

explained that, in the absence of a retum on equþ (ROE), the Companies' no longer have a financial
incentive to expand their water service. In addition, as stated in the last sentence of the Companies'

response in Staff 1-1(b), the Companies' current rate structures, devoid of an ROE, neither generate

the excess cash to pay the tax liabilþ associated with the receipt of C[AC, nor provide the route

whereby shareholders of a traditional regulated utility would be able to provide liquidity through
capital markets.

Further, as evidenced in the Companies' response to Staff I-7,the Companies already incur
significant annual expenses relative to new customers added with the receþ of CIAC. ln Staff 1-13,

the Companies again stated that, in light of the taxation on CIAC, there is inadequate revenue and

profitabilþ relæed to the additional customers, thereby solidifying the Companies' motivations notto
expand or add new customers by receiving CIAC. Lastly, the Companies explained in Staff t-9,that
additional customers brought on by receiving CIAC creates additional burdens to the existing system

and ratepayers. For the reasons stated above, Staff believes it is appropriate to allow the Companies to
oogross-up" the amount or value of CIAC received.

In addition, Staff reviewed the Companies' responses relative to the use of Net Operating

Losses (NOL) to ofßet tax liabilities from the receipt of CIAC. As Mr. Goodhue explained in his
testimony on page 7, lines 8-14, all of the Companies' current NOL's were previously generated to the

benefit of cunent ratepayers. Therefore, to use these NOL's to ofßet CIAC tax obligations would
allow the relatively new CIAC contributors to use a tax benefit that should benefit existing ratepayers.

Such a decision would prevent the existing ratepayers from realizing these benefits to their full extent

in cunent and future tax years. For the reasons stated above and further explained in the testimony of
Mr. Goodhue, starting on line 1, page 5, and Staff 1-8, Staffagrees that in the absence of NOL's, the

cost to the Companies from the receipt of CIAC should be the current statutory tax rates. Therefore,

the most appropriate rates in the "gross-up" formulas should be the statutory tax rate.

Staff, however, recoÍtmends that the Commission approve the tariffamendments with the

following additions:

1) In addition to the formulas the Companies propose to add to their respective
"Miscellaneous Utility Service Fees" Tariff Pages, the Companies shall include
examples of the o'gross-up" formula similar to that found in the Testimony of Mr.
Goodhue on page 4, lines 16-23. Such examples shall use the statutory federal and

state tax rates for 2019, and shall be based upon $1,000 of CIAC property and $1,000
of CIAC cash, with the resulting tax obligation due to the Companies.
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Page 3

DW 13-189 PWW, PEU & PAC CIAC TariffAmendments

The Companies shall highlight that the above examples use tax rates ef[ective as of
llll20I9 and that these tax rates are subject to change in the future;

3) As the tax rates are subjectto change, the Companies shall include links to the

appropriate taxing agencies, i.e. the lntemal Revenue Service (IRS) and the NH
Department of Revenue Administration (DRA), where customers canperiodically
visit and obtain the most current tax rates in efflect. This will provide assurance that

anyone may calculate the CLAC tax implication using the most up to date tax rates.

The inclusion of these linls also obviate the need for the Companies to refile tariffs to

update the formula examples every time tax rates change.

Staffconcludes, based upon all the information presented, the proposed tarifß with Staffs
amendments result in just and reasonable charges, pursuant to RSA 378:7. Søff further believes,

given the unique facts presented in this Docket, this outcome best matches the costs associated with
the expansion of public water service to the customers who are to receive the benefits of that service.

Prior to the filing of this recommendation, Staff provided a copy to the Companies, Pillsbury,

and the OCA. The Companies indicated they are on board with Staffs position and StafPs additions

to the Companies' proposed tariff amendments. The OCA did not respond and Pillsbury indicted that,
ooat this time, Pillsbury takes no position on stafPs recommendation in light of its discussions with
PEU concerning cost allocations involving the special confiact in DocketNo. 18-101".

Thank you for your attention, and if you should have any questions regarding this matter,

please contact me.

Sincerely,

2)

Anthony J. Leone
Utility Analyst, Gas & V/ater Division

Discovery
cc: Service list
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Workso Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2ll4l19
Request No. Staff 1-l

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Please provide the following amounts

a. CIAC received by each of the three utilities by source (i.e. NHDES Grant, developer,

single customer) during 2017 and 2018 in the forms of (a) property and equipment
(including land), and (b) cash.

b. The anticipated resulting tax obligations and cash flow impact of each utility for
201 8.

Please explain how each utility intends to meet its 2018 income tax obligation resulting from the

receipt of CIAC?

RESPONSE:

a. The table below shows the amount of CIAC received by utility for 2017 and 2018:

2017 2018
CIAC Property Received

PWW
PEU
PAC
Subtotals

CIAC Cash Received
PWW
PEU
PAC
Subtotals

r,82r,265
6,333,948

a
8.1s5.213

3,698,398
r,295,504

0
4^993.902

3I,264
29,502

0

60.766

2,947
693,r72

0
696.tt9

Total CIAC Received 8"2t5.979 5^690.021
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b. The resulting tax obligation for each utility for 2018, is as follows. Some of the CIAC
earned in 2018 is not subject to the TCJA tax, as the contracts underlying that property

was fully executed and entered into prior to the effective date of the tax act, which
"grandfathered" those projects with respect to CIAC taxation.

PWW 2018 Tax Liability for CIAC
PEU 2018 Tax Liability for CIAC
PAC 2018 Tax Liability for CIAC
Total

Federal
777,282
408,678

q
1.185.960

State
292,406
'153,741

0
446.147

Total
1,069,688

562,419
q

t^632.r07

Each utility is meeting its tax obligation thru the usage of NOL caryforwards earned prior to
2018, for which they can be used 100% to offset the resulting tax liability. The overall estimated

tax liability for the consolidated tax return for the Corporation for 2018, which included the three

regulated utilities, the two unregulated subsidiaries, and the parent holding company is estimated

to be $255,604 for Federal and$,63,423 for State. As such, an equal amount of NOL
carryforward usage will be used to offset this aggregate tax liability. It is important to note, that

absént the changõ in law that eliminated the CIAC tax exemption for water utilities, the

aggregate tax liability would have been reduced to zero and would have generated NOLs that

could be used in future periods. As a result of the change in tax law that results in taxation of
CIAC, the opposite result has occurred. Compounding this issue is the fact the Companies do

not have an ROE that they earn, and no excess cash is generated in their rate structures to pay

this tax liability, absent the available NOL's being used.
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D\ry 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works, Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities, fnc., Pittsfield Aqueduct
Company,Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll4l19
Request No. Staff 1-2

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST

Please provide the anticipated accounting entries that the three utilities will record upon the

receipt of CIAC and the tax thereon in the forms of (a) property and equipment (including land),

and (b) cash.

RESPONSE:

a. For CIAC Property
Dr. Property, Plant and Equipment
Dr. CIAC Tax Gross-up Restricted Cash

Cr. CIAC Liability
Cr. Income Taxes Payable - CIAC

b. For CIAC cash received
Dr. Main Operating Cash
Dr. CIAC Tax Gross-up Restricted Cash

Cr. CIAC Liability
Cr. Income Taxes Payable - CIAC

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

For CIAC cash received, this is either a reimbursement for money already paid to install plant

and equipment, or if a grant, as part of the cash needed to install plant and equipment. As such,

the CIAC liability for cash is amortized in a composite life consistent with those underlying plant

and equipment assets.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water'Works, Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities, Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll4ll9
Request No. Staff l-3

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Please provide the anticipated accounting entries that the three utilities will record at the time
either when (l) income taxes become due, or (2) NOL's and/or some other offsetting credits are

utilized for CIAC received in the forms of (a) property and equipment (including land), and (b)

cash.

RESPONSE:

1) Dr. Income Taxes Payable - CIAC
Cr. CIAC Tax Gross-up Restricted Cash

2) Dr.Income Taxes Payable - CIAC
Cr. Defened Tax Asset

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

This is the entry if NOL carryforwards are used that were earned prior to TCJA. If
those are fully exhausted, and only NOL carryforwards are available earned after
TCJA, then only 80% of the tax liability can be used to offset the tax liability. It is
important to note, however, that tax liability calculation and entries are done in the

aggregate for all taxable activities of the Corporation and are not segregated in any

filings with the IRS or the State. As such, these entries are being represented as the
oostand alone" impact of the CIAC transactions.

The actual usage of NOL's and the entries may be altered from these in totality, as all
of the other normal operating activities of the companies are represented in those

entries, payments and usage of NOL's.

This is important, as it may appear that NOL's provide a shelter for CIAC taxation,
but the genesis of those NOL's, especially at this current juncture, were all generated

from non-CIAC activities. As such, the over usage, or accelerated usage of pre-TCJA
NOL's to benefît CLAC activities, only seeks to use those up quicker than they should

be, as it pertains to the benefit of the companies' rate payers who eamed the use of
the NOLs.
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The entry for (2) would be as follows, if all pre-TCJA NOL's are exhausted, and

NOL's can only shelter 80% of the tax liability:

Dr. Income Taxes Payable - CIAC xxxx
Cr. Deferred Tax Asset
Cr. CIAC Tax Gross-up Restricted Cash (note 1)

Note 1 - this amount is20%o of the total income taxes payable.

xxxx
XXXX
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., PittsfTeld Aqueduct
Company,Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll4ll9

Request No. Staff l-4

Date of Response: 2125l19

Revised Response :3/5/ I 9

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

It is currently anticipated that, for tax years ending on or after December 3 1, 2019, the NHBPT
rate will be 7 .7Yo. Will the three utilities be incorporating this rate, instead of 7 .9o/o, in its
formula relative to the tax on CIAC collected during 2019? Please explain.

RESPONSE

Yes, in our filing we have asked that the Tariff include a oogross up" for CIAC taxation at the

then current statutory rates. On an annual basis, the o'gross up" calculation will be adjusted to

reflect the current Federal Income Tax Rate and NH State BPT rate to be in effect for that year.

As such, as of Illl2019, the oogross up" calculation will be modified to include the new 7.7o/o

BPT rate. The impact of this is that the overall Current Effective Tax Rate included in the CIAC
Tax oogross up" calculations will be 27 .08o/o, instead of 27 .24Yo, effective for the year beginning

1/U20r9.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works, Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities, Inc., PittsfTeld Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll4ll9
Request No. Staff l-5

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Donald Ware

REQUEST:

Re: Technical Statement of Larry D. Goodhue, Bates Page 6, Part C: Mr. Goodhue states, in

pãtr,00.. . the policy of the State of New Hampshire has been to require developers to fund the

capital costs of expanding a utility's service into new areas . . ." Please explain the basis of this

statement as well as cite any relevant documentation in support of such.

RESPONSE

The basis of this statement is the Companies' allowed level of investment in developer projects

as defined in the Main Extension portion of each Company's tariff. The language in all three

utility tariffs is identical and reads as follows in PWW's tariff NHPUC NO 6, Section 35 Main
Pipe Extensions, Para. 8.2 through 8.5. which reads as follows:

B. Specific Terms regarding Credits and Refunds

l. For each Customer served from the main pipe extension at the regular filed and

published tariff rates including the Customer Advance provisions of Section 35,Paragraph 4.4.
above, the Company will credit or refund to the original Customer a portion of the Customer

Advance (if installed by the Company) or a portion of the installation cost of the main pipe

extension (if installed by the Customer) in an amount computed by capitalizing the projected net

operating income from such Customer in accordance with Paragraph 8.2. below. For the

purpose of this Paragraph B, each service connection of a permanent nature will be considered as

one Customer.

2. Projected revenue will be based on historical usage of a typical comparable

Customer. The refund to the original Customer as a result of the connection of the

original or any additional Customer will be in an amount equal to one (1) times the

estimated annual water revenues to be realized from each such Customer served from
the main pipe extension.

3. Additionally, if the main pipe extension and hydrant(s) are accepted as part of the

municipal frre system, the Company will credit or refund to the original Customer an
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4. allowance allocable to fire protection. The amount allocable to fire protection will be

an amount equal to one ( I ) times estimated annual revenue to be realized from the

fire protection charge associated with the main pipe extension.

5. The credit or refund to the original Customer shall be made when, and if, service to a

Customer is commenced, provided that no such credit or refund shall be made after

five (5) years from the time that service to the original Customer is commenced from
the main pipe extension.

This section of the tariff was added in response to a docket held by the NHPUC in the mid
1990's where the Commission established a limit to the level of a Utility's investment in the

facilities required to service a new customer of one times the annual revenue generated by the

new customer. The order found that any investment beyond the level of one times revenue

resulted in the Utilities existing customers subsidizing the facilities built by developers to service

new customers beyond the value of that portion of the new customers revenues that helped defer

the Utilities fixed expenses over a larger customer base. I was unable to find the order issued by

the Commission referenced above but confirmed the existence of the order during this last week

with Mr. Douglass Brogan, the Commission's Water Engineer during the time the order was

issued.
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D\ry 18-189

Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilitieso Inc.o Pittsfield Aqueduct
Company,Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2ll4l19
Request No. Staff l-6

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Re: Pre-filed Testimony of Larry D. Goodhue, Page 4, Lines 2 -7:Please provide further

explanation for this statement and specifrc ally, oo. . . the depreciation in those subsequent years is

the generator of cash flows to pay for the ongoing obligations related to the CIAC assets . . .", in

light of the fact that for PWW in DW 16-806 and PEU in D'W 17-128, utility plant and

depreciation are no longer factors in the determination of customer rates.

RESPONSE:

As EBITDA is the factor that provides cash for all operations of the Company, all revenues of
the Company are used for one of three purposes: to cover the CBFRR debt costs, to cover the

DSRR debt service costs (including the 0.1 DSRR), and to cover the OERR costs for operating

expenses exclusive of depreciation, amortization, interest expense and income taxes. As such,

the company does not have a retum on rate base any longer, which would allow deprecation to

provide cash to pay for the ongoing obligations related to plant assets. In a normal rate structure,

the company would get a return on rate base and a return on equity, to provide cash from
depreciation to fund principal debt repayments, and to fund normal maintenance and operating

costs. However, as was brought to bear in the two dockets cited, as well as DW 11-026, these

factors are not applicable to our company as we do not have an ROE componento and the ROR

was insuffìcient to fund the principal repayments on debt for plant assets. Additionally, in a

normal rate structure, the depreciation on CIAC assets does nothing to support funding for
principal, as the offsetting CIAC Liability in rate base, eliminates that. Under TCJA, we now

have a new pennanent difference between book and tax income. CIAC assets that are not a

component of normal rate base and are not included in any of our current allowed revenue

buckets, are now considered as taxable income by the IRS and the State. As such, there is no

component of our current rate structure that provides for the incremental cost of supporting these

CIAC assets in our allowed revenues. Our cunent allowed revenues include the legacy and

regular CBFRR funds needed, our DSRR (coupled with annual QCPAC surcharges) funds the

monies needed to service debt on company installed plant and equipment, and our OERR

revenues cover the operating costs of the company associated with existing assets. The

depreciation being spoken about in testimony is the IRS allowed depreciation on water utility
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assets (including CIAC assets as of the enactment of TCJA), which are specified to have a 25-

year life. This depreciation is used to offset tax liability associated with the CIAC assets over

their life, and devoid of other taxable activities of the company, in that manner provides some

funding towards the coverage of ongoing costs of the CIAC assets by the company.
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct
Companyo Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2l14lI9
Request No. Staff 1-7

Date of Response: 2125l19
Witness: Donald Ware

REQUEST:

Re: Pre-filed Testimony of Larry D. Goodhueo Page 4o Lines 2 - 7 : Please provide a

comparison and analysis of the referenced generated cash flows against the ongoing obligations

for a typical newly installed main by a developer.

RESPONSE:

The CIAC value of 5,280 LF of 8" water main would be about 5624,760 based on the following

contributed assets:

1. 5,280 LF of water main @ $87 per foot installed by the developer results in a CIAC
value of $4 59,360 (based on Mean's cost data for an 8" CL52 DIPCL water main

installed at subgrade, no road restoration).
2. 70 Main to Stop portion of service. Based on assumption that the water main

provides service to both sides of the street and an average lot is 150 wide. Each

iervice would have a CIAC value (for the M-S portion of the service) of about 92,635
per service resulting in a CIAC value of about $184,450.

3. 7 Hydrants. Based on a hydrant spacing of I hydrant every 800 feet there would be a

total of about 7 hydrants installed along this section of water main with an average

cost of about $4,200 per hydrant installation resulting in about $29,400 of CIAC.

4. 5 Gate Valves. Based on an anticipated gate spacing would be 1 gate for every 1,000

feet of water main or a total of 5 valves at about $800 per valve or $4,000 in CIAC.

Resulting in a total CIAC value of $677,210.

ftre Comnanvts e-ne

Investment in 70 meters and radios @5255 per service inclusive of installation = $ 17,850

One times revenue paid to developer @5935 : $ 65,450per PEU customer
One times municipal fire protection charges 587

: S 90.887Total Utility investment in project as required by tariff
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Onqotns Annual Ob ik

1.1 times P&I created by Utility tariffed investment in water main
Annual Hydrant Maintenance (1 wet check, 1 dry check, clearing snow)

of 3.5 hours per 7 hydrants per year @563 per hour or about S22}lhydrantlyear
Annual flushing (7 hydrants @ 15 minutes each)

Annual gate valve maintenance (l gate per year, 2 man ctew @ 0.5 hour)
Meter Period Test (every 10 years, one hour per meter, plus bench test)

$88 per meter times 70 meters divided by 10

Dig Safe - I marking every other year

Annual State-'Wide Utility T ax @ $6.60/$ 1,000

Annual Local property Tax @ $28.89/$1,000

: $ 7,453

1,540
110

63

616
32

4,470
19.s65

=$:$
:$

=$:$
:$:s

Annual Obligations created by I mile of water main : S 33.849

Please note that this obligation does not include the cost to replace this water main in the future

which will be entirely bome by the rate payer.

Also, please note that the expenses noted above do not include all the other expenses to service

this customer such as purchased/produced water cost, power for pumping, meter reading, billing

and customer service.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll4ll9
Request No. Staff l-8

Date of Response: 2125l19
'Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Re: Pre-filed Testimony of Larry D. Goodhue, Page 5, Line 1 - Page 6, Line 10: Please

demonstrate the respective calculations of the "effective tax rates" for each of the three utilities

forthe years (a) 2017,and(b) 2018, if available

RESPONSE:

It is important to note that the effective tax rate that is truly to be considered is the effective tax

rate foithe Companies Federal and State Income Tax Returns, before any liabilities are offset by

the usage of NOL carryforwards and tax credits. This is the actual cash draw on the companies,

as it related to taxes.

The effective tax rate for book accounting purposes, includes the generation or usage ofdeferred
tax assets and liabilities for the companies, in any given year. And, it includes the calculation of
temporary and permanent differences for book versus tax basis income. This is important, as the

.eguluted utilities have a significant permanent book to tax income adjustment eachyeat, for the

amortization of MARA, which is a deduction for book purposes, but not for tax purposes. If the

amortization of the MARA is less than the absolute value of pre-tax income/(loss), it can flip a
book loss to be taxable income for tax purposes or can cause the taxation on a small amount of
pre-tax income to have an exaggerated effective tax rate (as exemplified below for PEU and

PAC).

For 2017 and 2018 the effective absolute book tax rates by utility are as follows:

PWW - Income Before Taxes
Income Tax Provision
Effective Tax Rate

PEU - Income Before Taxes
Income Tax Provision
Effective Tax Rate

2017
1,855,690
1,365,761

73.6%

(574,259)
(66,209)
rt53%

2018
2,809,857
2,350,789

83.66%

230,854
771,010

333.98%
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PAC - Income Before Taxes
Income Tax Provision
Effective Tax Rate

(6,500)
17,053

26235%

(3,064)
I10,837

3,617.40/o
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., PittsfÏeld Aqueduct

Companyr lnc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2l14ll9
Request No. Staff 1-9

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

A similar CIAC Tax change occurred with the passing of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA 86).

In Docket DF 87-113 the Commission contemplated and analyzed the implications of this

change on Commission regulated NH utilities. As a result, the Commission issued Order No'
19,055 detailing the most appropriate solution for Commission regulated NH utilities (at 6 - 7).

In light of this Order, please explain in what way the Companies feel their proposed solution is in
the public good and should be authorized? Please provide an in-depth analysis beyond the
justification based on the petitioner's unique corporate structure'

RESPONSE:

Commission Order No. 19,055 (at6-7) stated the following:

6. EXPENSE$ S I f 4 - Federal income tax - Contributions in aid of construction -
Appropriate taxable entity. tN.H.l The commission does not believe that it is appropriate to ask

a contributor to pay the tax on the contribution in aid of construction, because if such a tax were

required, an additional tax upon the tax would be assessed thereby increasing the cost of society

as a whole, with no appqrent benefit to anyone exceptfor increased taxflow. p. 149,

7. EXPENSES, ç I l4 - Federal income tax - Contributions in aid of construction - Effect of
prepayment on cashflow. [N.H,J Because a majority of utilities expressed conceln about the

possible negative ffict that prepayment of contributions in aid of construction (CIAC) related

tax could have on a utility's cashflow, the commission ruled that if a small water utility has

problems raisingfunds, that the commission would consider a policy oJ allowing taxes on CAC

to be collected, but as tax benefits are realized, refunds would be made to the contributor. p. 150.

The Companies' response to this inquiry is as follows. As to item 6 above; the contributor

paying a tax upon atax,that is a reality in aoogross up" calculation. However, this is the only

way to get to the net economic value of the contributed property being equal to the federal and

state tax basis for the contributed property. As to the increased cost to society as a whole, the
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cost borne by and passed onto ratepayers is what is truly identifred to the cost to society as a

whole. The cost borne by the contributor is typically tied to a project that has an alternate

economic value and profrt motivation. As such, the increased cost of the CIAC being

contributed to include the "gross up" does get factored into that economic value, but it is for a

much narrower slice of society than the overall impact on a broad base of regulated utility
customers. And, as to the underlying fact of the cost to society, that question really rests with the

U.S. Govemment and their intentions in re-enacting a tax on water utility CIAC assets. It
appears that their intention was to have this cost bome by corporations doing development and

contributing it to water utilities, while at the same time lowering the Corporate Federal Income

tax rate from 34%o to 2lo/o to offset that impact upon them. An analysis of the real impact of this,

is as demonstrated below.

Under the proposed "gross-up" formula for contributed plant and equipment, which is:

Tax Cost: (CIAC - [CIAC*(1/Tax Life) *.5]) / (1-Current Effective Tax Rate)) - CIAC

Using this formula and a contribution value of $1,000,000 of property, and the current statutory

tax rates of 2l%o Federal and 7 .9%o State (for a Current Effective Statutory Ftate of 27 .24o/o, the

calculation is as follows:

Tax Cost: (($1,000,000 - [$1,000,000*(1i25) 
*.5]) I (l-.2724))-$1,000,000

Tax Cost : ($980,000 1 .7 27 6)-$1,000,000

Tax Cost = $1,346,894-$1,000,000 = $346,894

Thus, under this formula, the total cost (CIAC and tax) is $1,346,894. If you analyze the total

cost/deduction for the contributor at the new Federal tax rate of ZlYo, the benefit they derive

from the $1,346,894 tax deduction (either in one year under sec 179 or bonus depreciation rules,

or the sale ofthe project assets, or over the life ofthe depreciation oftheir project assets) is

$282,848. Under tax law prior to TCJA, they would have a $1,000,000 tax deduction benefit at

the then existing 34Yo rate, or $340,000.

Based upon this, the tax on the tax was intentionally and partially offset in TCJA by the two

factors working in opposition to each other. Under TCJA, the contributor gets $57,152 in

reduced federal tax impact ($340,000-$282,848), whereas the pure tax on tax of the "gross up" is

594,494, and as such, the TCJA provides for $37j42 of the tax on tax (or 39.52% of it) to be

funded by the reduction in the federal corporate income tax rate.
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As to item 7 above,we cannot answer this question without considering our Companies' unique

corporate and capital structure. As has been demonstrated in DW ll-026, DW 16-806 and DW

17-728, our Companies' rate structure is purely and totally dedicated and constructed towards

dollar for dollar coverage of debt service and operating costs, without excess dollars being

eamed that can benefit anyone except the Companies' ratepayers, from which those revenue

dollars have been collected. If the Companies' have a year in which revenues are eamed above

allowed levels, the cash from those revenues is held in restricted cash accounts for repayment

back to ratepayers or to defer the incurrence ofadditional debt incurred for projects that benefit

the Companies ratepayers. As such, similar to small water companies, the Companies do not

have excess cash flow that could fund the tax burden created by CIAC. Unlike small water

companies, tax benefits are not subsequently realized because the added CIAC assets themselves

do not fund themselves, but instead result in a burden on the system in terms of operation,

maintenance, property taxes and replacement at the end of their life.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works,Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2l14ll9
Request No. Staff l-10

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Do the Companies anticipate that the proposed tariff changes will impact its treatment of
NHDES administered grants and principal loan forgiveness? Please explain.

a. Please specifically discuss the anticipated impact the proposed change will have on

the Companies' future ability to compete for and receive NHDES administered grants

and principal loan forgiveness.

b. Please provide an estimate of the tax obligations generated from NHDES
administered grants and principal loan forgiveness for 2018.

Please explain why it is in the public good to have grant monies, sourced from Federal and or

State dollars, used to pay the Companies' tax obligations from receipt of such funds.

RESPONSE:

a. The impact of TCJA on the Companies' ability to receive NHDES administered grants is

either: (1) that the net impact of the grant will be reduced by the taxation on the grant

received, or (2) the grant will have to be 'ogrossed up" for the taxation impact. If it is
option (1), the Companies' will have to pay alarger portion of the overall cost of a
project out of borrowed monies or 0.1 DSRR funds for that project. If it is option (2), the

Company will have to receive a grant amount in excess of the needed project funds, to

include the taxationoogross up." The impact on principal forgiveness is not impacted by

this. Principal forgiveness, as eamed on a per payment basis, is included in the

Companies operating expenses as o'Gain on Forgiveness of SRF Debt," and as such is not

a component of CIAC.
b. During 2018, PEU received a $600,000 grant from the NH Drinking Water and

Groundwater Trust Fund, for its interconnection main under the Merrimack River. This

grant was subject to 2lo/o Federal Income Tax and 7.9% NH BPT Tax, or a blended rate

of 27 .24o/o (giving consideration to the deduction of State Income Taxes for Federal tax).

It is in the public good to have grant monies, sourced from Federal and State dollars, used to pay

the Companies' tax obligations from the receipt of such funds, in that the net impact of this is

still a reduction in the overall amount of debt that would be incured and serviced to install the

underlying funding plant assets. Receiving a grant, for example, of $500,000, for which
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$136,200 would be used to pay the tax on that grant, would still result in $363,800 of the cost of
a project not needing to be funded by debt at rates of between 3-5.5o/o, depending on the debt

funding source for the project. The annual debt service on the net amount in this example (if
those funds were borrowed instead of being net grant funded) would be approximately $20,700

for funds borrowed at 3Yo for 25 years, or approximately $24,800 for funds borrowed x 5.5o/o for

30 years. In our rate structure, this total debt service would be included in our revenue

requirement at 1.1x those total debt service amounts, and would therefore, be borne by

ratèpayers. So, even though the impact of sending money to the IRS or NHDRA for income

taxeì on grant monies does not on its face seem logical, the net impact is still positive for the

public good, just less so without the impact of TCJA tempering that overall benefit.
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D\ry 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works, Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities, Inc.o Pittsfield Aqueduct

Companyo Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2/14119

Request No. Staff l-1 I
Date of Response: 2125/19

Witness: Lamy Goodhue

REQUEST:

In Applicationfor Approval of Tartfffo, the Gross-Up of CIAC in Charlotte, Highlands, Lake,

Lee, Marion, Orange, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, and Seminole Counties, by Utilities, Inc. of Florida,
OrderNo. PSC-2018-0162-TRF-WS (May 11,2018) (2018 WL2254551 (Fla.P.S.C.)), the

petitioner, Utilities, Inc. of Florida (UIF), requested approval from the Florida Public Service

Commission (FLPSC) to terminate its tariff for the gross-up of CIAC, approved less than two
months before (Order No. PSC-2018-0162-TRF-WS (March26,2018). UIF stated that its

concerns of requiring a gross-up of CIAC "will eliminate its opportunity to obtain government

grants, since it would require the amount of the grant to be increased to cover the income tax

liability." Id. at L UIF further opined that the oogross-up may put the utility at a competitive

disadvantage because developers may choose other alternatives in lieu of the utility's services to

avoid paying the higher gross-up CIAC," such as seeking an alternative arrangement with a local

municipality to avoid the tax. Id. The FLPSC allowed UIF to modify its tariff, stating:

"[i]f CLAC is not gross-up for taxes, the utility will pay the tax itself and will remain

whole by netting debit deferred taxes against credit deferred taxes or including the debit

deferred taxes in rate base. Such treatment is beneficial because it will allow UIF to obtain

government grants without having to charge the governmental entity additional amount for taxes

and will keep from putting UIF at a competitive disadvantage regarding growth by avoiding

a gross-up charge for taxes associated with CIAC." Id. at2.

With this in mind:
a. Please address the concerns raised by UIF in the preceding case and the Companies'

position related to each.

b. Would the Companies be amenable to similar flexibility in its tariffl Specifically, would
the Companies be willing to carye-out a provision in its tariff for government grants, such

as a full exemption from its tariffl Alternatively, would the Companies be amenable to

allowing the government supplying the grant to choose whether or not it would supply

the funds for the CIAC tax liability in addition to the grant funds?

c. Would the Companies be amenable to a provision in the tariff that it would be a decision

by the Companies, in regards to private contributors/developers, to either have the

contributor to gross-up the amount of CIAC, or split the liability, depending on the
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specific circumstances and a possible avoidance of the private contributor/developer

seeking its water needs elsewhere because of the CIAC tax liability?

d. Please explain the anticipated impact to any Defened Tax Assets included in the

Companiès' consolidated Federal / State Tax Returns if the Companies followed a similar
path of UIF.

RESPONSE:

a. As to the concem about the Companies' ability to access available grants, we don't currently

see this as an impediment. The NHDES is fully aware of this new taxation, and as such, when

they have considered grants for projects, they are ofthe understanding that either the grant

money would need to be "grossed up," or that the Companies' would have to increase the portion

ofa given project that needed to be debt funded.

As to the taxation putting the Companies' at a competitive disadvantage, our Companies are

regulated water utilities with defined and authorized franchise areas. As such, we have an

obligation to serve within those franchise areas. Could a developer choose to put in their own

private well, subject to NHDES permitting and approval, yes. Would that put us at a competitive

disadvantage, no. We do not compete with other public water companies in the franchise areas

we serve, by very defînition. And, we do not compete with private residents and entities within ,

our franchise areas, who might choose to have their own private wells.

UIF is an entity with a profit motivation that includes, we assume, both an ROR and an ROE

component in their rate structure. As such, the expansion of their water systems creates a larger

rate base and an increased weighted average cost of capital, from which they can derive

increasing profit. Our Companies have neither of those underlying factors and profit

motivations. Our rate structure is designed simply to recover the necessary cash to meet our

operating and debt obligations and have the ability to meet financial covenant with lenders from

which we source our debt.

b. The Companies would be amenable, if required, that the revised tariff specify that

government issued grants could be issued without the oogross up," with the full understanding that

this would now cause a portion of the grant money to be used to pay the taxation on the grant. It

is unclear to the Companies' at this time, whether or not the govemmental entities would give

the grants to the Companies, if this was a specification. Absent the ability to use the grant

monies in this manner (using a portion of the monies received in the grant to pay for the taxes

upon the grant), the Companies would not be amenable to this modification, as it needs to fully

recover the cash to pay these taxes on CIAC grants, with the understanding that anything less
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than that has an ultimate negative impact on existing ratepayers, either through the payment of

taxes or the consumption of NOL's.

c. Under our rate structure, the Companies would not be amenable to sharing the cost of the

CIAC tax with developers. As stated earlier, the Companies are unlike other utilities (like UIF)

competing for business and aggressively seeking to expand our franchise areas or customer

bases. We have an obligation to serve our existing customers and franchise areas. As a part of

that, we need to ensure that we procure the cash from developers to pay the tax on contributed

CIAC assets for which our Companies and ratepayers bear the burden of owning, maintaining

and replacing in the future. Should a developer decide to seek an alternative solution, they then

bear that burden, and can cover those costs, in lieu of paying the oogross up" on the CIAC'

d. If the Companies follow a similar path as UIF, the NOL's associated with the Companies

deferred tax liabilities would be consumed in an accelerated manner. While it is unknown how

quickly that would occur, the Companies recognize the time over which these NOLs would be

consumed could be significantly shorter. The Companies cannot calculate precisely how

quickly, however, as there are many factors included in the calculations of taxable versus book

income, and the various permanent and temporary tax differences. But, with significant CIAC

amounts being contributed in the current year, the consumption of the Companies' pre-TCJA

NOL's would occur first, which can by utilized to shelter 100% of taxable income. After those

NOL's are consumed, all NOL's generated in2018 or after, can only shelter taxable income at

80oá, and as such, without the 'ogross up" for CIAC, the timeframe for which normal operating

income can benefit from NOL's provided from ratepayer activities would be shortened, and after

that only 80% of taxable income from normal operating activities would result in the payment of

taxes, even if NOL carryforward amounts are available.
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D\ry 18-189

Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., PittsfÏeld Aqueduct
Company,Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll4ll9
Request No. Staff 1-12

Date of Response: 2125119

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Do the Companies anticipate that the proposed tariff changes will impact its treatment of
customer advances? Please explain.

RESPONSE:

No, we do not feel that the proposed tariff changes will impact the treatment of customer

advances. As those advances are not CIAC, it is not determined that they would be subject to

this tax.
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

\ ComPanY,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll4/19
Request No. Staff 1-13

Date of Response: 2125119

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Re: Pre-filed Testimony of Larry D. Goodhue, Page 2oLine20'232
Please further explain if there are any instances where all existing ratepayers may benefit from

the Companies receipt of CIAC in the expansion of service and/or additions of customers.

RESPONSE:

Generally, no. When there are projects that benefit existing ratepayers and developers, the

Companies enter into cost sharing agreements that relate to those shared benefits. An example

of that is the current open docket related to the building of the water tank in the Woodmont

Commons project (docket DW 18- 101 ; for the special contract). In this case, PEU's existing

ratepayers benefit from the extra capacity to meet ftre flow needs and the ability to source lower

purchase water costs. In order to accommodate the additional growth created by the Developer,

however, the new tank must be significantly larger than is needed for existing ratepayers. Thus,

the cost-sharing arrangement eliminates the issue of a developer being forced to pay taxes on an

asset that benefits ratepayers as a whole.

As to the addition of customers, in the rate structure of the Companies, there is no revenue or

profrtability benefît related to the additional customers, in light of the taxation on CIAC. As a

rule, the incremental revenue generated does not cover the incremental State and Local property

taxes, as well as the ongoing operational costs to serve those additional customers.
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D\ry 18-189

Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., PittsfTeld Aqueduct
Company,Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Staff Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2114119

Request No. Staff 1-14

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Re: Pre-fïled Testimony of Larry D. Goodhue, Page 8, Line 8:

Please explain further the o'large value" of CIAC that is anticipated to be placed in service in

20t9.

RESPONSE:

Pennichuck East Utility will have a further expansion of its water system in Litchfield, NH,

related to the ongoing mitigation efforts for PFOA contamination as it relates to the Saint-Gobain

plant in Merrimack. This project is to be completed no later than November 2019, per the

Consent Decree, which was entered into between Saint-Gobain ("S-G") and the NHDES. As

such, the project must be started by the summer of 2079, in order to meet that binding deadline.

And, the Company must enter into contractual agreements with S-G in the next few weeks in

order to be able to schedule, bid and engage this project for the expansion of public water to

additional homes in that community. S-G provides the funds for these projects, and escrows the

monies to be drawdown, as the Company acts as the Construction Management firm in the

installation of the new mains and service connections. This project is estimated to include

approximately $1.3-1.5 million of CIAC, in addition to the funds being provided by S-G which

will be owned by the residents (for their service lines) and the State or Town (for the paving and

reconstruction of roads where mains are to be installed).

Additionally, S-G will be funding the remaining costs of the buildout of the Pennichuck Water

Works system in Bedford, also related to this PFOA contamination event and Consent Decree.

The total value of the CIAC portion of that project to be completed and used and useful in2019
is estimated to be approximately $400,000-$500,000. The balance of the total project CIAC for

this buildout was already incurred and used and useful as taxable CIAC in2018. And, as this

contract was entered into after TCJA went into effect, and the impact of the new CIAC taxation

was known, the contract costs for this project were not inclusive of the CIAC taxation o'gross up"

for which the Company could not have assessed, absent this requested tariff change.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll5lI9
Request No. Intervenor l -1

Date of Response: 2l25l19
Witness:None

REQUEST:

Please list and describe all methodologies the Companies, individually or collectively,

considered to address the 2017 Tax Act changes to the tax treatment of CIAC. In so doing,

please provide all documents related to the Companies' consideration of these methodologies.

RESPONSE:

This data request was included in an "Objection to Certain Data Requests Propounded by

Pillsbury Realty Development," as filed with the parties in Docket DW 18-189 on February 20,
2019. As such, no response to this data request is included herein, or would be forthcoming.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works,Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2l15l|9
Request No. Intervenor 1-2

Date of Response: 2125119

Witness: None

REQUEST:

Please confirm whether Pennichuck Corporation has ever paid federal income tax since the City

of Nashua acquired 100% of the stock of Pennichuck Corporation effective on or about January

25,2012.

RESPONSE:

This data request was included in an "Objection to Certain Data Requests Propounded by

Pillsbury Realty Development," as filed with the parties in Docket DW 18-189 on February 20,

2019. As such, no response to this data request is included herein, or would be forthcoming.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company' Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2l15l19
Request No. Intervenor 1-3

Date of Response: 2125119

Witness:None

REQUEST:

If Pennichuck Corporation has, in fact, paid federal income tax during any tax year since on or

about January 25,2012, please specify the year or years and the amount of federal income tax
paid. Alternatively, you may provide copies of all relevant federal tax returns.

RESPONSE:

This data request was included in an "Objection to Certain Data Requests Propounded by

Pillsbury Realty Development," as filed with the parties in Docket DW 18-189 on February 20,

2019. As such, no response to this data request is included herein, or would be forthcoming.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilitieso Inc.o Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2115119

Request No. Intervenor 1-4

Date of Response: 2l25l19
Witness: None

REQUEST:

Please confirm the accuracy of the 2017 and 2016 "effective income tax rate[s]" displayed on

page 28 of the Independent Auditors' Report in Pennichuck Corporation's Annual Report to the

Sole Shareholder dated March 27,2018.

a. 2017: (-20.8%)

Confirmation Yes

If no, please explain.

b. 2016: (-12.4%)

Confirmation Yes

If no, please explain.

No

No

RESPONSE:

This data request was included in an "Objection to Certain Data Requests Propounded by

Pillsbury Realty Development," as filed with the parties in Docket DW 18-189 on February 20,

2019. As such, no response to this data request is included herein, or would be forthcoming.
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works, Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., PittsfÏeld Aqueduct
Companyo Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2ll5ll9
Request No. Intervenor l-5

Date of Response: 2l25l19
Witness: None

REQUEST:

Please confîrm the accuracy of the federal net operating loss in20l7 and2016 on page 29 of the

Independent Auditors' Report in Pennichuck Corporation's Annual Report to the Sole

Shareholder dated March 27,2018.

a. 2017: $6.7 Million

Confirmation Yes

If no, please explain.

b. 2016: $1.6 Million

Confirmation Yes

If no, please explain.

No

No

RESPONSE:

This data request was included in an "Objection to Certain Data Requests Propounded by

Pillsbury Realty Development," as filed with the parties in Docket DW I 8- 189 on February 20,

2019. As such, no response to this data request is included herein, or would be forthcoming.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water'Works, Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities, Inc.o PittsfÏeld Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2ll5ll9
Request No. Intervenor 1-6

Date of Response: 2125119

Witness:None

REQUEST:

Please confirm the accuracy of the New Hampshire net operating loss in 2017 and2016 onpage
29 of the Independent Auditors' Report in Pennichuck Corporation's Annual Report to the Sole

Shareholder dated March 27,2018,

a. 2017: $7 .3 Million

Confirmation Yes

If no, please explain.

b. 2016: $2.5 Million

Confirmation Yes

If no, please explain.

No

No

RESPONSE:

This data request was included in an "Objection to Certain Data Requests Propounded by
Pillsbury Realty Development," as filed with the parties in Docket DW 18-189 on February 20,
2019. As such, no response to this data request is included herein, or would be forthcoming.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works, Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll5ll9
Request No. Intervenor 7-7

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Please explain how Pennichuck Corporation anticipates using the "cumulative federal alternative

minimum tax credits" described on page 29 of the Independent Auditors' Report in Pennichuck

Corporation's Annual Report to the Sole Shareholder dated March 27,2018.

RESPONSE:

The cumulative federal alternative minimum tax credits would be used in conjunction with the

NOL carryforwards generated before Tax Cut and Jobs Act ("TCJA") was enacted.

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act repealed the AMT on corporations. Conforming changes also

simplified dozens of other tax code sections that were related to the corporate AMT. The TCJA

also allows corporations to offset regular tax liability by any minimum tax credit ("MTC") they

may have for any tax year. And, a corporation's MTC is refundable for any tax year beginning

after 2017 and before 2022 in an amount equal to 50% (100% for tax years beginning in 2021) of
the excess MTC for the tax year, over the amount of the credit allowable for the year against

regular tax liability. Thus, the full amount of the corporation's MTC will be allowed in tax years

beginning before 2022.

As the AMT credits currently on the books of the Companies was earned and paid for out of
ongoing business activities, directly tied to revenues generated and paid for by ratepayers (and

not by pre-TCJA CIAC activities), these credits will be used in conjunction with the NOL
carryforwards available to the Company, to offset tax liabilities associated with non-CIAC

activities, which only became taxable as of TCJA, and after these AMT credits were earned and

generated.
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works,Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., PittsfÏeld Aqueduct
Companyo Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll5ll9
Request No. Intervenor 1 -8

Date of Response: 2125/19

Witness: None

REQUEST:

Please confirm whether the Companies or Pennichuck Corporation has ever received a'ogoing

concern" opinion from any ofits outside accountants or auditors. Ifso, please attach copies of
all relevant documents.

RESPONSE

Neither the Companies nor Pennichuck Corporation have received a'ogoing concern" opinion

from any of its outside accountants or auditors.
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D\ry 18-189

Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc.o Pittsfield Aqueduct
Companyr lnc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2ll5l19
Request No. Intervenor 1-9

Date of Response: 2125119

Witness: None

REQUEST:

Please list the name of the project and developer contact for the fîve (5) largest projects, which

are likely to make CIAC payments during 2019 or later, of which the Companies or any of them

are currently aware in their respective franchise areas.

RESPONSE:

This data request was included in an "Objection to Certain Data Requests Propounded by

Pillsbury Realty Development," as frled with the parties in Docket DW l8-189 on February 20,

2019. As such, no response to this data request is included herein, or would be forthcoming.
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct
Companyr lnc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Pittsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll5ll9
Request No. Intervenor 1 -10

Date of Response: 2l25l19
Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

On page 2, lines 2I-23 of the Direct Prefiled Testimony of Lany D. Goodhue ("Testimony")

appears the following statement: '0...even though the value of the CIAC being provided has no

aiiociation with them [current ratepayers] and brings no ftnancial benefit to them going

forward."
a. Please explain this statement in light of the fact that you intend to depreciate the

CIAC asset which the ratepayers did not pay for and you wish not to credit the

contributor in any meaningful way for the tax benefits associated therewith.

b. Please respond to the Commission's observation in Re Contribution In Aid of
Construction, DF 87-13, Order No. 19,055, 73 NH PUC 137 aî.p.145: 'oPennichuck's

position does not address the fact that the general body of ratepayers would derive the

benefit of future tax depreciation deductions for the amount of the contribution in the

event that the contributor paid the tax."

RESPONSE:

a, The following response has been submitted to Staff Data Request l-6, under this docket.

As EBITDA is thefactor thøt provides cashfor all operotions of the Company, all revenues of the

Company are usedfor one of three purposes: to cover the CBFRR debt costs, to cover the DSRR

debt service costs (including the 0.I DSRR), and to cover the OERR costs þr operating expenses

exclusive of depreciation, ømortization, interest expense and income taxes. As such, the

company does not have a return on rate base any longer, whichwould allow deprecation to

provide cash to pay for the ongoing obligations related to plant assets. In a normal rate

structure, the company would get a return on rqte base and a return on equity, to provide cash

from depreciation to fund principal debt repayments, and to fund normal maintenance and

operating costs. However, as was brought to bear in the two dockets cited, as well as DW l1-
026, these ¡actors are not applicable to our company as we do not have an ROE component, and

the RORwas insfficient tofund the principal repayments on debtfor plant assets. Additionally,

in a normal rate structure, the deprecíation on CIAC assets does nothing to supportfundingþr
principal, as the ffietting CIAC Liability in rate base, eliminates thqt. Under TCJA, we now

have a new permanent difference between book and tax income. CIAC assets that are not a

component of normal rate base and are not included in any of our current allowed revenue
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buckets, are now considered as taxable income by the IRS and the State. As such, there is no

component of our current rate structure that'provides þr the incremental cost of supporting

these CIAC assets in our allowed revenues. Our current allowed revenues include the legacy

and regular CBFRRfunds needed, our DSRR (coupledwith annual SCPAC surcharges) funds
the monies needed to service debt on company installed plant and equipment, and our OERR

revenLrcs cover the operating costs of the company associated with existing assets. The

depreciation being spoken about in testimony is the IRS allowed depreciation onwater utility
assets (including CIAC assets as of the enactment of TCJA), which are specffied to have a 25-

year life. This depreciation is used to offset tax liability associated with the CUC assets over

their life, and devoid of other taxable activities of the company, in that manner provides some

funding towards the coverage of ongoing costs of the CIAC assets by the company.

In light of this, the proposed "gross up" formula does give credit to contributors of CIAC the first

year of depreciation, which is under the IRS half-year convention. This is tied to the tax

obligation in the year of income inclusion for the CIAC, which is in conformity with what is

described above. Further to this point, is the response given to Staff Data Request I -9, which

describes the overall impact of TCJA as passed by the U.S. Congress, whereby the inclusion of

taxable CIAC was partially offset by the reduction in the Corporate Income Tax rate for the

contributors. The result of this, is that a signifîcant portion of the CIAC "gross up" tax bome by

the contributor (approximately 40Yo of thatburden) is paid back to them in the form of the

reduced federal tax rate.

b. As to the sharing of burden for the contributed property between ratepayers and the

contributing developer, the overall burden is actually borne by the ratepayers and not the

developer. The economic value of the benefit of the depreciation, on a tax basis, is

dwarfed by the overall economic and monetary cost of state and local property taxes on

the contributed property, as well as ongoing maintenance and regulatory inspections,

which actually exceed the depreciable life of the property for which the depreciation

deduction is included for federal tax purposes (the IRS depreciation life for water utility

assets is 25 years).
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works,Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfleld Aqueduct
Companyr lnc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2ll5ll9
Request No. Intervenor 1- I I

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

On page 3, line 25 onto page 4line I of the Testimony, the following statement appears with
respect to the Companies' proposed depreciation practice: "This is in conformity with the rate

strtcture of the Company and its rates methodology. . . ." Additionally, on page 4, lines 2-4, of
the Testimony appears the following statement: "Credit is not given for depreciation after year

one, as the ownership of the asset resides with the utility, and the depreciation in those

subsequent years is the generator of cash flow to pay for the ongoing obligations related to CIAC

assets,..." Please explain these statements in light of the fact that for PEU in DW 17-128, utility
plant and depreciation are no longer factors in the determination of customer rates.

RESPONSE:

'We would offer the same response as was provided on Staff Data Request 1-6 to this docket,

which states:

As EBITDA is thefactor that provides cashfor all operations of the Company, all revenues of the

Company are usedfor one of three purposes; to cover the CBFRR debt costs, to cover the DSRR

debt service costs (including the 0.I DSRR), and to cover the OERR costs þr operating expenses

exclusive of depreciation, amortization, interest expense and income taxes, As such, the

company does not have a return on rate bose any longer, whichwould allow deprecation to

provide cash to payþr the ongoing obligations related to plant assets. In a normal rate

strlrcture, the company would get a return on rate base and a return on equity, to provide cash

from depreciation to fund principal debt repayments, and to fund normal maintenance and

operating costs. However, as was brought to bear in the two dockets cited, as well as DW 11-

026, thuie¡actors are not applicable to our company as we do not have an ROE component, and

the RORwas insfficient tofund the principal repayments on debtfor plant assets. Additionally,

in a normal rate structure, the depreciation on CIAC assets does nothing to support fundingþr
principal, as the offsetting CIAC Liability in rate base, eliminates that. Under TCJA, we now

have a new permanent dffirence between book and tax income. CIAC assets thøt are not a

component of normal rate base and are not included in any of our current allowed revenue

buckets, are now considered as taxable income by the IRS and the State. As such, there is no

component of our current rate structure that provides for the incremental cost of supporting

theie CIAC assets in our allowed revenues. Our curcent allowed revenues include the legacy
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andregular CBFRRfunds needed, our DSRR (coupledwith annual QCPAC surcharges) funds
the monies needed to service debt on company installed plant and equipment, and our OERR

revenues cover the operating costs of the company associated with existing assets. The

depreciation being spoken about in testimony is the IRS allowed depreciation onwater utility
assets (inctuding CIAC assets as of the enactment of TCJA), which are specified to have a 25-

year life. This depreciation is used to ffiet tax liability associatedwith the CUC assets over

their life, and devoid of other taxable activities of the company, in that manner provides some

funding towards the coverage of ongoing costs of the CUC assets by the company'
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct
Companyr lnc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Piltsbury Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2ll5l19
Request No. Intervenor l-12

Date of Response: 2125119

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Please confirm whether the gross up methodology your Companies propose includes a further

"gross-up" to pay the tax incurred on the o'gross-up" tax payment (ootax on tax") on the CIAC.

Confrrmation Yes No

If no, please explain

RESPONSE:

Any oogross up" formula for taxes by its very nature does include a tax on the tax. That is how

the math *orkr. If it was not the case, you could never ooclose" the calculation to arrive at a net

value equal to the base amount, in this case, the value of the contributed CIAC property.

This is exactly the same type of calculation that would be done in other o'gross up" calculations,

such as payments of bonuses to individuals of private andlor publicly-traded companies. If a

corporatìon was to pay a bonus to an individual of a certain amount, and wanted to insure that,

their net amount received after the withholding of payroll taxes, they have to gross up the value

being paid by (l -tax rate) in order to arrive at a gross payment amount, that when taxes by the

tax rate, nets back to the amount desiring to be paid.

It is important to note that the Congress, when it passed the TCJA, intended to increase revenues

through federal taxes on CIAC received by water utilities. This fact has been verified by the

compánies thru communications with the NH Delegation to the U.S. Senate. However, it is
impôrtant to also take into consideration the other aspects of TCJA which serve to partially

miiigate the impact of these taxes, as discussed in the Companies' response to Staff Data Request

1 -9 under this docket.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc.o Pittsfield Aqueduct

Companyr lnc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll5ll9
Request No. Intervenor 1 -13

Date of Response: 2l25l19
Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

If theootax on tax" reality is confrrmed in the response to the previous Request, please respond to

the following Commission finding:

"The Commission does not believe that it is appropriate to ask a contributor to pay the tax

on the contribution-in-aid-of construction. If the tax was required, an additional tax upon

the tax would be assessed thereby increasing the cost to society as a whole with no

apparent benefît to anyone except for increased tax flow." Re Contribution in Aid of
Construction DF 87-113, Order No. 19,055, 73 NH PUC 137 atp.l49.

RESPONSE:

Again, we would refer to the companies' response to Staff Data Request 1-9 under this docket,

which states:

The Companies'response to this inquiry is asfollows. As to item 6 obove; the contributor

pøying a tax upon a tax, that is a reality in a "gross up" calculation. However, this is the only

way to get to the net economic value of the contributed property being equal to the federal ond

state tax basís þr the contributed property, As to the increased cost to society as a whole, the

cost borne by and passed onto ratepayers is what is truly identified to the cost to society as a

whole. The cost borne by the contributor is typically tied to a project that has an alternate

economic value and profit motivation, As such, the increased cost of the CIAC being contributed

to include the "gross up" does getfactored into that economic value, but it is for a much

narrower slice of society than the overall impact on a broad base of regulated utility customers'

And, as to the underlyingfact of the cost to society, that question really rests with the U.S.

Government and their intentions in re-enacting a tax on water utility CIAC assets, It appears

that their intention was to have this cost borne by corporations doing development and

contributing it to water utilities, while at the same time lowering the Corporate Federal Income

tax ratefrom 34% to 2l% to ffiet that impact upon them. An analysis of the real impact of this,

is as demonstrated below.
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(Jnder the proposed "gross-up" formulaþr contributed plant and equipment, which is"

Tax Cost : (CIAC - [CIAC*(]/Tax Llfe)*.s]) / (|-Current Effective Tax Rate) - CIAC

(Jsing this formula qnd a contribution value of 81 ,000,000 of property, and the current statutory

tax rates of 2l% Federal and 7.9o,ó State ffor a Current Effective Statutory Rate of 27'24o/o, the

calculation is as þllows :

Tax Cost : ((8 I, 000,000- [8 ], 000, 000* ( I /2 5 )*. 5l )/( I -. 27 24)) -8 1, 000'000

Tax Cost : (8980,000/.7 27 6)-8 1,000,000

Tax Cost :81,346,894-81,000,000 : 8346,894

Thus, under this formula, the total cost (CIAC and tax) is 81,346,894. If you analyze the total

cost/deductionfor the contributor at the new Federal tax rate of 2loÁ, the benefit they derive

from the 81,346,894 tax deduction (either in one year under sec 179 or bonus depreciationrules,

or the sale of the project assets, or over the life of the deprecíation of their project assets) is

8282,848. Under tax law prior to TCJA, they would have a 81,000,000 tax deduction benefit at

the then existing 34o/o rate, or 8340,000.

Based upon this, the tax on the tax was intentionølly and partially offset in TCJA by the two

factors working in opposition to each other. Under TCJA, the contributor gets I57 , I 5 2 in

reducedfederal tax impact (8340,000-8282,848), whereas the pure tax on tax of the "gross l'tp"

is 894,494, and as such, the TCJA provides for $37,342 of the tøx on tax (or 39.52% of it) to be

funded by the reduction in the federal corporate income tax rate.
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works,Inc.o Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct
Company,Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2l15ll9
Request No. Intervenor I -14

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

By way of analogy to the Companies which express cash flow concerns with their liability for

federal income tax on CIAC, 'oln the case of a small water utility that has problems raising funds,

we [the Commission] will consider a policy of allowing taxes on CIAC to be collected.

However, as the tax benefîts are realized, refunds will be made to the contributor'" Re

Contribution in Aid of Construction DF 87-113, OrderNo. 19,055, 73 NH PUC 137 at p.I50.

Please explain why the Companies are apparently of the view that the "public good" would not

require thè refunds, sharing meaningful depreciation beneftts, or some net present value or

similar methodology.

RESPONSE:

Again, we would refer to the companies' response to Staff Data Request 1-9 under this docket,

which states:

As to item 7 above, we cannot answer this questionwithout considering our Companies' unique

corporate and capital structure. As has been demonstrated in DlÚ¡ 11-026, DW 16-806 and DW

l7-128, our Companies' rate structure is purely and totally dedicated and constructed towards

dollar þr dollar coverage of debt service and operating costs, without excess dollars being

earned that can benefit anyone except the Companies' ratepayers, from which those revenue

dollars have been collected. If the Companies' have a year in which revenues are earned above

allowed levels, the cashfrom those revenues is held in restrícted cash accounts þr repayment

back to ratepayers or to defer the incunence of additional debt incurredfor proiects that benefit

the Companies ratepayers. As such, similar to small water companies, the Companies do not

have excess cashflow that couldfund the tax burden created by CIAC. Unlike small water

companies, tax benefits are not subsequently realized because the added CAC assets themselves

do notfund themselves, but instead result in a burden on the system in terms of operation,

maintenance, property taxes and replacement at the end of their life.

As such, an in consideration of the public good, the companies feel that the oogross up"

methodology is in support of that. In considering that, we consider the following factors: (1) is
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the benefit being shared dedicated to the customer base as a whole, or does it offer preferential

treatment to a small of limited subset of that base, (2) is there any intergenerational inequity that

would result from the alteration of a sharing of costs and benefîts, and (3) does the sharing of
costs and benefits in a disproportionate manner, cause an increased or undue future burden on the

Companies' existing customer base.

When looking at a limited project that derives a specific future benefit for a limited set of future

customers, offering a sharing of pre-existing deferred tax assets, would be granting a preferential

treatment to that limited set of customers, to the detriment of the customer base as a whole.

Under our rate structure, and the manner in which pre-existing NOL's and credits have been

eamed and paid for, using those to the benefit of a contributor of CIAC, for which they did not

contribute tô those deferred tax assets, would fly in the face of intergenerational inequity

considerations.

As to the future burden on the Companies' existing customer base, again offering a

disproportionate sharing of pre-existing deferred tax assets would create an increased burden on

exiiting customers by prematurely exhausting these deferred tax assets. And, as the Companies'

rate structures do not derive allowed revenues from rate base or depreciation on a book basis, the

sharing of these deferred tax assets is not inclusive in the Companies' allowed revenues, and as

such, would require future rate increases to pay for tax liabilities above the level for which they

would be incurred, if the CIAC contribution had never occurred.
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DW 18-189
Pennichuck Water Workso Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., PittsfTeld Aqueduct

Company,Inc.
2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments

Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2ll5lI9
Request No. Intervenor I - 15

Date of Response: 2125l19
Witness: Lany Goodhue

REQUEST:

Assume for the purpose of your response the following:
Currently for federal income tax purposes, there is allowed a 100Yo Bonus Depreciation

deduction for Qualified Property in the year the asset is placed in service through
December 31,2022. This deduction is phased out during 2023 tfuough2026. Water
utility Property as defîned in IRS code sec. 168(eX5) is Qualified Property.

Please explain why it would be prudent for Pennichuck Corporation to not take the 100% Bonus

Depreciation thus offsetting the inclusion of CIAC in income for federal income tax purposes,

particularly when doing so would appear to create additional net operating losses with an

indefinite carry forward period to offset future income?

RESPONSE:

The Company reviewed both the Sec 179 and Bonus Depreciation rules as included and modified

under TCJA. Unfortunately, Sec 179 is not available to the Companies under this CIAC taxation

scenario, as there are limitations which make Sec 179 unavailable. Under Sec 179, there is a

$1,000,000 limitation on property assets allowable to take I00% depreciation in the year the

asset is placed in service. However, there is also a limit that states that all assets placed in

service cannot exceed $2.5 million, and for every dollar of assets placed in service above $2.5

million, the $l million limitation is reduced by a dollar. As such, corporations investing more

than $3.5 million in assets in any given year cannottake advantage of Sec 179 as an accelerated

depreciation deduction mechanism. Why is this important? Because under Sec 179 a

corporation can o'cherry pick" which assets it wants to apply the Sec 179 deduction to. If that

was available, the Companies' would and could offer up this accelerated deprecation to

contributors of CIAC up to the $1 million limitation. But, as our companies invest over $3.5

million in Capex annually, and our Federal and State Income Taxes are filed on a consolidated

basis for the Corporation as a whole (inclusive of these three regulated utility subsidiary

Companies), we are unable to offer this.

As to the Bonus Depreciation cited in Code Sec 168(e)(5), as cited above, all of our utility assets

arc25-year property under IRS rules, but are also included by exception as qualifying to be

includable for Bonus Depreciation. Without this exception, our assets would not be eligible for
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bonus depreciation, as the IRS only allows property with up to 2}-year depreciable lives to be

qualified for this Bonus accelerated depreciation.

The real issue with including Bonus Depreciation in the CIAC tax "gross up" formula is that it
does not allow a corporation to oocherry pick" and apply the bonus deprecation to individual

projects or assets. As such, it is an 'oall or nothing" application of the bonus depreciation on

à5.tr placed in service during a given year. The result of this is that the Companies' would get a

benefii of generating some NOL's in the current year from the bonus depreciation, but in year

two all of ihe non-CIAC assets would have depreciation as permanent difference between book

and tax income and be fully subject to federal and state taxes. This increased burden would

accelerate the usage of the NOL's generated pre-TCJA, which can shelter taxable income at

T¡1yo,and wouldiesult (in a short amount of time) where the only NOL's available to shelter

taxable income were post-TCJA NOL's, which can only shelter taxable income at 80%. This

would prematurely and disproportionally put the burden of cash payments for income taxes on

non-CIAC customers that paid for the pre-TCJA NOL's but did not get the full benefit of them

by the premature exhaustion due to granting Bonus Depreciation on CIAC taxable assets.
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., Pittsfield Aqueduct
Company,Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set I

Date Request Received: 2l15l|9
Request No. Intervenor 1 -16

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Larry Goodhue

REQUEST:

Assume for the purposes of your response the following:
After taking advantage of the 100% federal Bonus Depreciation the tax associated with a

particular CIAC payment would only be the total owed to New Hampshire before

deductions and other offsets.
Please confirm that the following calculation is correct for the New Hampshire tax before

application of any available net operating loss: After applying the tax benefit of the New

Hámpshire deduction on the federal return, the resulting New Hampshire tax rate is 6.24Yo of the

CIAC payment.

Confirmation Yes No

If no, please explain

RESPONSE:

Yes, the current NH tax rate, net of the federal tax deduction benefit is 6.24%, This is calculated

as follows:

(1 - Federal Tax Rate) x State Tax Rate = Net State Tax Rate, or

(1-.21) x .079 : .0624: 6.24%o
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DW 18-189

Pennichuck Water Works,Inc., Pennichuck East Utilities,Inc., PittsfTeld Aqueduct
Company,Inc.

2018 CIAC Tariff Amendments
Responses to Pillsbury Data Requests - Set 1

Date Request Received: 2ll5l19
Request No. Intervenor I -17

Date of Response: 2125l19

Witness: Donald Ware

REQUEST:

During years 1-5 after the water tank subject to the special contract between Pennichuck East

Utility, inc. and Pillsbury is placed in service, please specify the maintenance and operating costs

associated therewith and provide any documents with respect thereto.

RESPONSE:

¡nnuat fant< wta¡nte
WeeHy Sècurity Check - I Hour, Truck and Labor @568.77|hr
Summer Grounds Maintenance @$75lwkfor 10 weeks

Winter Plowing @ $1,000 per Year
Statewide Utility Tax on $2.335 million @ $6'60l$1,000
Local Property Tax on $2.335 million @ $28.64l$1,000
Tank inspection (1x every fîve years, internal and extemaD @ $7,500

Total Average Annual Tank Maintenance and Operating costs

:$
=$:$
=$:$
:$

3,67ílyear
750lyear

1,000/year
lS,Tlllyear
8I,194lyear
1.50O/Year

S l06.83llYear

Annual maintenance and Operating Costs (listed above) do not include the cost of one tank

painting every 15 to 20 years at a projected cost of about $ I .2 to $ 1.5 million (which amortizes

to a cost of between $60,000 and $100,000 per annum).
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